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What is this war taking place on Women.....
The National Clinic Access Project is conducted every two years.

The FMF’s nationally conducted survey is the most comprehensive survey that studies the anti-abortion violence and harassment directed at clinics, patients, health care workers, and volunteers in the United States.

A total of 357 providers responded to the survey, a 60% response rate. All respondents were assured that their individual responses would remain confidential.

The surveys were conducted in three forms: surveys were mailed to each individual clinic, via survey monkey or by FMF interns who called each clinic nationwide and went through each question with clinic managers.
Domestic Terrorism
Chart 1: Percentage of Clinics Experiencing Severe Violence 1993-2010
Key findings

- After compiling all the data from the surveys, overall, the percentage of clinics experiencing severe violence has increased to **23.5% of all abortion providers** participating in the survey in 2010, compared to **20% in 2008 and 18.5% in 2005**. Moreover, this marked the highest level of violence recorded since 1997 when 25.0% of all clinics experienced one or more incidents of severe violence.

- The types of violence shifted to more intensive targeting of doctors and clinic personnel and staff: the incidence of stalking reported by clinics grew from 4% in 2008 to 6.4% in 2010 and the percentage of clinics reporting pamphlets targeting staff increased from 16.1% in 2008 to 19% in 2010.
- Stalking, facility invasion and death threats were the most commonly reported types of severe violence in 2010.

- Whenever there is a pro-choice President in office, the number in incidents of violence (attempts and successful attempts) that occur go up.

- Healthy relationships with local law enforcement is key to clinic safety.
Why are some clinics reluctant to participate?

There is not one concrete answer as to why many clinics refuse to participate, some of the reasons we have heard include:

- They do not experience any violence or harassment therefore it's not relevant to them. The percentage of clinics reporting “no incidents” of violence also increased, rising from 57% in 2008 to 61.8% in 2010.

- Simply because they are not interested.
David LaMond Gunn

Dr. David LaMond Gunn is a circuit riding abortionist. Gunn kills unborn babies in their mothers womb for a fee. Under Florida Statute 390 Gunn is legally allowed to ply his deadly trade in this state. Gunn is a tireless baby killer and research shows that he kills Florida children 3 days a week, and Alabama children 2 another days a week. He only rests from his child killing quest while at home in AL. Dr. Gunn attended medical school at the University of Kentucky College of Medicine, Lexington, and is a trained Obstetrician/Gynecologist. He was licensed to practice in 1978. At one time he practiced medicine in an honorable fashion, however Dr. Gunn spends most of his time taking life away rather than helping save life into the world, betraying his training. The Hypocritical oath he swore to should be called the hypocrit oath.

The following is known about David LaMond Gunn

He drives a Dark Grey Nissan 300 ZX Turbo License # Alabama

He lives in Eufaula, AL and does not have local hospital privileges

His Alabama Medical License # Florida Medical License # Since Aug. 1981

He has an office at Alabama but he only sees 1 day a week

Gunn is approx. 45-50 yrs old with curly (possibly permed) grey hair. Gunn is approx. 5’8” tall, and weighs about 135-150 pounds. He walks with a noticeable limp

Gunn kills children at Pensacola’s Florida Medical Center, and the mill is owned by of Miami

He also kills children at Pensacola, another busy abortionist who subs out killing duties to Gunn.

Gunn also kills in Montgomery AL, and Mobile AL, and has been seen at abortion mill in Ft. Walton Beach, FL.

To defenseless unborn babies Gunn is heavily armed and very dangerous.

Dr. George Tiller

Aliases: Tiller the Killer, Dr. Death, George the Terrible. Wanted by God. For God is not willing that any should perish but that every man should repent and ask Jesus Christ in his heart. 2 Peter 3:9.

REWARD

Colossians 3:24. Knowing that of the Lord ye shall receive the reward of the inheritance for ye serve the Lord Christ. Let us pray, stand and fight against the (mass murderer) of million of God’s children.

DR. DEATH, CHOOSE LIFE JOHN 14:6

30,000,000

30 million children have been murdered since 1973 Roe v. Wade. 30 million reasons to rescue those unjustly sentenced to death.

WOMEN’S HEALTH CARE SERVICES

HOME: Kansas 67218

"An Equal Opportunity Executioner"
-Dr. George Tiller, murdered in his church May 2009 by anti-abortion extremist
The threat to women's health

-A universe of **595 abortion providers** was identified by the Feminist Majority Foundation’s National Clinic Access Project, a decline from the 683 providers identified in 2008 and a further decline from the 739 providers identified in 2005. The smaller universe of abortion providers reflects the continuing decrease in the total number of abortion providers as the rate of abortion in the U.S. continues its long-term decline and medical abortions are increasingly available in doctors’ office, outside the clinic setting.

-The numbers continue to decrease in rural America, small towns where there would be 1 clinics servicing 100s of women Many clinics are shutting down because of the lack financial support as well as the overwhelming opposition whose scare tactics are working on some people.
- In some states where abortion are nearly impossible, women travel 6-7 hours just to seek the care she needs.
Questions